Abstract-Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes are attractive since their performance is known to approach the Shannon limits for suitably large block lengths. However, for moderate block lengths, error floors still jeopardize the performance even of well-designed LDPC codes. Previous work has shown that the error floor of a broad class of LDPC codes is due to certain graphical structures called absorbing sets. Separable, circulant-based (SCB) codes represent a general family of high-performance, hardware-friendly LDPC codes built out of circulants. A recently proposed technique applies row selection and column elimination methods to SCB codes to dramatically decrease error floors by avoiding certain small dominant absorbing sets in a principled way. This paper focuses on improving the greedy column elimination method to achieve greater flexibility in code rate while provably avoiding small dominant absorbing sets. Flexibility and low implementation complexity are therefore possible without sacrificing SCB code performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes are well-known for their capacity-approaching property with iterative decoding [1] . However, for moderate block lengths and low frame error rates (FERs), LDPC codes often have an error floor, reflected in the flattening of the FER performance curves. This error floor is attributed to the sub-optimality of message passing decoding algorithm in Tanner graphs with cycles. For additive noise channels and practical decoder implementations, prior research has linked the primary reason for this suboptimality and the resultant error floor with certain substructures of the Tanner graph called absorbing sets [2] . An absorbing set is a particular type of a near-codeword or a trapping set guaranteed to be stable under bit-flipping operations. Several techniques have been recently proposed to improve the absorbing set (trapping set) spectrum. These techniques include adding redundant rows to the parity check matrix, elimination of small cycles, increasing the girth, and a careful re-wiring of edges in the Tanner graph, e.g., [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , and [7] .
Separable, circulant-based (SCB) codes constitute a general family of high-performance, hardware-friendly LDPC codes built out of circulants. These codes can each be constructed by shortening the so-called mother SCB code whose parity check matrix rows are each comprised of a concatenation of all possible circulants.
A recently developed approach [7] offers a deterministic procedure for row and column selection that provably eliminates small dominant absorbing sets for SCB codes. A careful re-ordering of the constituent circulants in the parity check matrix amounts to a "re-wiring" of the edges in the Tanner graph. This approach therefore preserves code structure, node degree and the ease of hardware implementation while offering provably improved performance.
In [7] , the row selection is performed based on congruential equations describing dominant absorbing sets, and is further simplified by additive and multiplicative invariance of circulant shifts. Depending on the bit node degree, a proper row selection is in itself sufficient to eliminate dominant absorbing sets [7] , [8] . In certain cases, however, an additional column selection must be performed to eliminate remaining absorbing sets. The approach in [7] for the column selection is a greedy algorithm that selects a subset of columns from the set of all possible columns of the parity check matrix of the mother SCB code. An excessive elimination of a large subset of candidate columns implies an overly conservative upper bound on the achievable code rate. Simply increasing the inner circulant matrix dimension can increase the code rate, but it also increases the block length, and in turn the decoding complexity.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. We relate the column elimination problem to a well-defined, NP-complete problem in theoretical computer science called the hitting set problem [9] , and we develop new algorithms that improve upon the greedy column elimination technique offered in [7] . Our approach to eliminate fewer columns while provably avoiding small dominant absorbing sets thus offers an enlarged design space of code parameters while preserving target performance and complexity.
Since the hitting set problem is NP-complete, we conclude that in general, there is no efficient method to find an optimal solution to the column selection problem. For moderately small block lengths, we present an efficient way to obtain the optimal solution to column selection using binary linear programming (BLP). For large block lengths we provide a polynomial-time search algorithm whose solution sets improve that of the greedy algorithm.
Section II summarizes the main mathematical objects, including (mother) SCB codes, absorbing sets as well as previous results on smallest absorbing sets in column weight-4 SCB codes. Section III discusses the NP-complete nature of the column selection problem, and proposes new, simple algorithms with results provably better than the greedy approach used in [7] for column weight-4 SCB codes. Section IV provides simulation results that demonstrate the improvement in the code design flexibility for comparable code performance. Section V delivers the conclusions.
II. DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES
We now quickly summarize SCB codes, absorbing sets and the relevant previous results regarding the elimination of small absorbing sets in SCB codes.
A. SCB codes and absorbing sets
Circulant-based LDPC codes are a family of structured regular LDPC codes with r variable nodes and c check nodes, and are particularly amenable for high-throughput implementation [10] .
The parity check matrix of a circulant-based LDPC code is:
. . . σ
where σ is a p × p circulant matrix. A column (row) of inner circulants is called column (row) group. Each variable node has a label (j, k) where j ∈ {0, ..., c − 1} is the index of the corresponding column group and k ∈ {0, ..., p − 1} is the actual index of the column in that column group. Similarly, each check node has a label (i, l) with i ∈ {0, ..., r − 1} and l ∈ {0, ..., p − 1}.
SCB codes are defined as follows. 
Specific parity-check matrices of different SCB codes can be viewed as originating from the same mother SCB matrix H
The functions a(i) and b(j) each with range {0, ..., p − 1} specify which rows and columns are selected from the SCB mother matrix. The SCB code whose parity check matrix is the mother SCB matrix is called mother SCB code. Many well-known quasi-cyclic LDPC codes, including [11] [12] , are special cases of the SCB codes.
In addition to providing the parity check matrix H, an LDPC code is often described in terms of its Tanner (bipartite) graph G H = (V, F, E) where V denotes the set of the variable nodes, F denotes the set of the check nodes, and E is the set of edges between variable and check nodes.
In the Tanner graph G H , an absorbing set is defined as follows [2] .
Definition 2: Consider a subset V a of V . Let G a = (V a , F a , E a ) be the bipartite graph compromised of the set V a , the neighboring check nodes described by the set F a , and the edge set E a connecting V a and F a . Let o(V a ) ⊂ F a denote the neighbors of V a that have odd degree with respect to G a and let e(V a ) ⊂ F a denote the neighbors of V a that have even
B. (6, 4) absorbing sets of r = 4 SCB codes
A result in [2] proves that (6, 4) absorbing sets are the smallest possible absorbing sets for SCB codes with r = 4 for p > 19, and that these (6, 4) absorbing sets can be classified into three non-isomorphic configurations. In [7] , it was proven that, after a careful selection of the four row groups from the mother SCB matrix, two out of three non-isomorphic (6, 4) structures can be provably eliminated, and it was also proven that the remaining structure cannot be eliminated by a row selection alone. This remaining configuration is depicted in Figure 1 . Here, black circles represent the set V a , white squares represent the set e(V a ), and black squares represent the set o(V a ). Note that the size of V a is 6 and that the size of o(V a ) is 4.
After an appropriate row selection a(i) was applied to produce so-called selected-row (SR) SCB codes and their matrices H 4,p p,a(i)·j , the removal of a few column groups was then considered in order to ensure that all (6, 4) absorbing sets are avoided in a way that does not introduce any new smaller absorbing sets. This shortened SR SCB matrix is denoted as H
4,p p,a(i)·b(j) , where b(j) is the column selection function. III. IMPROVED COLUMN SELECTION ALGORITHM FOR FLEXIBLE CODE DESIGN
In this section we describe new (approximate) branch-andbound (BNB) algorithms that efficiently identify the column selection function b(j), applied to a mother SCB matrix H p,p p,fm , a matrix that has p column groups. We show that the column selection problem is NP-complete. We summarize the greedy column elimination algorithm proposed in [7] , and use it as an upper bound for the proposed search algorithm.
It is convenient to map each of the (6, 4) absorbing sets (shown in Figure 1 ) into a 6-element set, denoted by S i = {j 1 , j 2 ..., j 6 }, where j l is the column group index of the l-th variable node, denoted as v l in Figure 1 , in the corresponding i-th absorbing set. Note that the total number of these sets is Θ(p 3 ), see [2] for the exact cardinality discussion. Suppose V is the set of all column group indices of the eliminated variable nodes, where
A careful selection of eliminated columns provably avoids all (6, 4) absorbing sets of this configuration by ensuring that V ∩ S i = ∅ for every i. The final parity check matrix then has columns from T \ V (which effectively specifies the mapping b(j) for j denoting the column index.) The greedy algorithm [7] updates the set V on a per-element basis to ensure nonzero intersections so that at any given time the largest number of absorbing sets are eliminated.
First, we note that finding the smallest number of columns to cut in order to avoid all small dominant absorbing sets can be viewed as a particular case of a famous NP-complete problem, known as the hitting set problem [9] . The hitting set problem is concerned with finding a minimal set that has a non-zero intersection with a collection of sets. Since the column selection problem falls in the NP-complete space, there is no efficient, polynomial-time, algorithms to solve it. We now propose branch-and-bound (BNB) algorithms. When the dimension p of the inner circulants is small the proposed algorithm finds the optimal solution, otherwise an approximate BNB approach is used. For moderately small block lengths, the column selection problem is translated into a binary linear programming (BLP) problem. Define an indicator binary matrix M |S|×p where, for a given Tanner graph G H , S is the collection of all distinct absorbing sets S i of type shown in Figure 1 (for 1 ≤ i ≤ |S|), and p is the dimension of the inner circulants, as well as being the total number of column groups in a mother SCB matrix. The entry M i,j is equal to 1 if the j-th column group belongs to the absorbing set S i . Consider a binary column vector X = ( x 1 , x 2 , ..., x p ) T , where x j = 1 if the jth column group needs to be eliminated from the SR SCB matrix to avoid small dominant absorbing sets.
In order to produce the set of eliminated columns with the smallest size, we need to minimize the number of ones in X, i.e., ||X|| 1 . With the constraint that the minimum entry of MX is bigger than 1, in each absorbing set S i there exists at least one variable node whose column group belongs to the cut column group list. This constraint limits X to be a valid column selection that eliminates all small dominant absorbing sets. This BLP problem is summarized as follows:
where B T = (1, ..., 1) is a vector of length |S| with all elements equal to one.
For very large block lengths, due to the NP-complete nature of this problem, it is impossible to find an optimal solution in polynomial time. A previous result in [13] shows an efficient branch-and-bound (BNB) algorithm for the BLP problem. Combining this BNB approach with the concept of a generic approximate algorithm [9] , we develop an approximate BNB algorithm to the column selection problem.
We now identify a lower and an upper bound to a solution offered by the approximate BNB algorithm to the BLP problem above. Since B is a vector of length |S| with all ones, we can simply write ||B|| 1 = |S|. With all entries in MX and B being positive, taking 1-norm of both sides in the expression (2) preserves the inequality. Thus the solution to the BLP problem described by equation (2) has a lower bound |S|/ ||M || 1 . The upper bound of the column selection problem is calculated by the greedy algorithm previously proposed in [7] , denoted as function UpperBound() in Algorithm 1. Note that this greedy algorithm has linear time complexity.
The approximate BNB algorithm sequentially simplifies the column elimination problem such that at each state of the problem, the label (A, T in , T out ) indicates a sub-problem of the original BLP problem. Here A is the sub-matrix of the matrix M in equation (2), while T in and T out are the sets of columns selected to be cut and not to be cut, respectively. Note that T in and T out are disjoint subsets of the column set T = {0, 1 The number of layers in the tree is up to p, corresponding to a time complexity of Θ(2 p ) in the BNB algorithm. In order to make this a polynomial-time algorithm, we utilize the generic concept introduced in [9] . For each column of A in the original BLP problem, we keep a reputation value, initialized as all 0's. If cutting that column in a given state results in a better solution in a descendant state, we increase the column's reputation by one. This reputation updating mechanism is called UpdateReputationList() in Algorithm 1. We then introduce an approximating parameter f . For a binary tree with up to p layers, we use the regular BNB algorithm to build up our reputation list in the first f layers. Starting from the (f + 1)st layer, if the reputation of a splitting column c is strictly positive, we reduce the state (A,
This updated version of the function Split() is called ReputationReduction() in Algorithm 1. Since the reputation updates are completed in at most p layers, the approximate BNB algorithm runs in polynomial time. Note that for moderate p (e.g., p ≤ 37 in our simulations), we can set f = p to run the exact BNB algorithm without any approximation to get the optimal solution.
The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Approximating branch-and-bound algorithm for the column selection problem
IV. RESULTS
In this section we experimentally demonstrate an improvement in the code rate flexibility obtained with the proposed search algorithms. In the simulations, we use 200 iterations and Q4.2 fixed-point quantization with 4 bits for integer part and 2 bits for fractional values. The implemented decoding algorithms is SOFT-XOR [14] .
Achievable design choices obtained from the exact BNB algorithm and the approximate BNB algorithm are collected in Figure 2 along with choices generated by the greedy algorithm in [7] . Note that the greedy algorithm offers the optimal solutions for small p's, such as p = 17. As the parameter p increases, the solution set generated by the greedy algorithm is no longer optimal. For a fixed block length, and as shown by the vertical line in Figure 2 , the new algorithms offer shortened SR SCB codes with higher code rates. At the same time, for a target code rate, and as shown by the horizontal line in Figure 2 , the new algorithms offer shortened SR SCB codes with smaller block lengths. For example, for the block length of around 1700 bits, the original greedy algorithm can only produce an shortened SR SCB code with the code rate 0.8261, while the new BNB algorithm offers codes with code rate choices ranging from 0.8261 to 0.8462. For a targeted code rate 0.8950, the new achievable code designs have block lengths ranging from 3783 bits to 4953 bits, while the greedy method requires the block length (of at least) 4953 bits.
In Table I , we compare the performance of SR SCB codes with greedily eliminated columns with that of SR SCB codes with optimally eliminated columns for check node degree p = 23 and bit node degree r = 4. We can observe that the performances are approximately the same. Yet, the new design offers a range of possible code lengths up to 50% higher, and up to 20% higher rate than the single-point solution offered by the greedy approach. Note that if one wishes to design a code with code length of around 300 bits and the rate of around 0.67, the greedy approach would require an increase in the size p of the constituent circulants, thus effectively increasing the implementation complexity relative to the proposed method.
In Figure 3 , we compare the performance of a shortened SR SCB code with greedily eliminated columns with that of a shortened SR code with columns eliminated using the approximate BNB algorithm, for bit node degree r = 4 and block length of around 2300 bits. These two codes have the same performances even though the code generated by the approximate BNB algorithm has higher code rate. The decoder complexities of the two codes are comparable since the check node degrees are similar.
We also compare the performance of a shortened SCB code generated by the approximate BNB algorithm with randomlyconstructed circulant-based LDPC codes with same code rate and block length. These random codes are constructed such that their girths are guaranteed to be larger than 4 and such that their parity check matrices are two-dimensional arrays of constituent circulants (so that the implementation complexity would be comparable). The performance of the new code is at least an order of magnitude better than the randomly constructed circulant-based codes with girth larger than 4. Table II shows the error profiles of these three types of codes at two representative SNR points. Note that (4, 4) absorbing sets are dominant absorbing sets in the error floor of random II: error profiles for an shortened SR (SSR) SCB code generated by approximate BNB algorithm, 3 random circulant codes with girth larger than 4, and a code from [15] . The number of errors collected is n.e. circulant codes and a code from [15] . The performance improvement is thus achieved by a structural elimination of all dominant absorbing sets smaller than or equal to (6, 4) absorbing sets.
In summary, note that if the absorbing sets are provably eliminated from the Tanner code of the graph, they are also eliminated from all Tanner graphs corresponding to the punctured transformation of the code. The results above therefore show the the improvement in the solution to the column selection problem will lead to a greater flexibility in the code design and target code rate without sacrificing performance and decoding complexity. The approximate BNB algorithm also delivers codes with performances of at least 1 magnitude better than random circulant codes with girth larger than 4. Based on experiments in [8] , the result can be easily extended to other check node degrees.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduces a novel approach to calculate the minimum set of columns needed to be cut to eliminate all small dominant absorbing sets in SCB codes. The proposed BNB algorithm solves the column selection problem exactly for moderate block lengths. For large block lengths, a polynomialtime BNB algorithm delivers suboptimal solutions better than the previously proposed greedy algorithm [8] . The new algorithms can be easily implemented for larger block lengths and higher check node degrees. The new algorithms provide a way of achieving flexibility in code rate and block length for shortened SR SCB codes without compromising code performance and decoder architecture complexity. Future work includes parallelizing the BNB algorithm over a polynomial number of processors for added improvements.
